Office | Hospitality | Residential

Welcome to

Doug Mockett & Company

We Create Innovative
Design Solutions
With an emphasis on simplicity in design and spareness in execution, our Architectural Hardware
offers a timeless blend of classic and contemporary style. We focus on the details that create
beautiful accents and enhance your overall design.
As interior design continues to blur the lines between office, hospitality, and residential design, you
will find that our unique blend of design solutions cater to each of these nuanced market segments
in their own special way, allowing you the flexibility to equip your furniture with the tools that add
function and value interchangeably across any environment. We are proud to specialize in such a
niche application across these three distinct industries, and we are proud to introduce:
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Dear Friends –
Wow! Hard to believe we are just finishing up on
our fourth decade of “Fine Architectural Hardware
for Your Fine Furniture”®, and about to enter the
half century mark. And wonder – where has the
time gone? This journey has been a great one and
I’ve loved every (well, almost every) minute of it.
Who would have thought that starting out on the
kitchen table in 1980 with one grommet (SG3) in
two colors would blossom to 4500 SKU’s, nearly
400 orders shipped daily, and over 125,000 on
our mailing list? Certainly not me… I was just
trying to fend off the greedy landlord who had
issues about being behind – maybe way behind –
on the rent. He had no humor.

• No Restocking Fee. Doesn’t that concept
		kill you?

• Have a real person answer the phone.
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

No more “Press 2 for Customer Service” …
and then hear the dreaded words – “your
call is important to us…”? And 10 minutes
later you still hear the sappy music and the
“ ... your call is important to us …”. Simply
dial us at 800-523-1269 and actually speak
with a real human being. Amazing concept...

• We are the “Kings of Custom”®
		Please send us your own design and we can
		 get it made. In fact some 15% of our
		 business is in your custom designs -- one,
		 two, maybe a small run. We do it all the time.

But we’ve done it with some pretty simple
business principles:

• And we never forget – you are the
		 customer. We are here to serve your needs.

• Have a big inventory so that 96.5% of
		 all orders go out same day. Why should you
		wait?

Cordially,

• Free Return Shipping. Why should you
		 have to pay to send back?

Douglas A.J. Mockett
President

15/90
Dark Bronze/Black

15/95
Dark Bronze/White

17S/90
Satin Nickel/Black

17S/95
Satin Nickel/White
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53
Orange

60C
Chartreuse

MOCKETT | OFFICE
Office Design has a new focus on
technology integration.
Our Power Grommets and Wire
Management options provide the
perfect solution.
Your office design may be due for a change to reflect
the new culture. We have the tools that will help you
transform your office and equip your conference rooms,
private work desks, and common areas with the power
to keep everyone connected. Let us show you how!
While Office Design continues to borrow from hospitality
and residential design, making the modern office a more
comfortable working environment and building on basic
amenities with a focus on comfort and work flow, some
of the basic essentials are still as important as ever.
Embrace and augment the human potential in your
office by creating comfortable ergonomic work spaces.
Integrate Power Grommets into your furniture to put
power within reach and take your performance to new
heights.
We understand there is no one-size-fits-all solution for
your one-of-a-kind office. That’s why we offer hundreds
of styles that cover virtually every possible application.
Our Desk Grommets come in a variety of styles with
different mounting options, and our Wire Managers
cover every inch of your work area to keep it looking
clean and efficient.
We have the solution just for you. Best of all, if you
still can’t find what you’re looking for, we can make it.
Contact us to see how we can help you get it just right
for your custom needs.
2" DIA.
2" SQ

PCS75

1-3/4" DIA.
CUT OUT

5/16" MIN.
1-7/16" MAX.
TABLE THICKNESS

2 3/32"
5/16 MIN.
1-7/16 MAX.
TABLE THICKNESS

15 Finishes

60S
Slate Green

62
Blue

62N
Navy Blue

66P
Pimento Red
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Black
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92
Grey

95
White

PCS70/B

Power Tower
Portable Multi-Purpose Media Hub
See Website for Details

OFFICE | POWER
Power is the key to Innovation. Create a dynamic work space and unlock your potential.
Equip your desktop with Power Grommets to boost overall employee or guest experience and apply custom solutions
wherever they are needed. Install Power Grommets directly into the desktop for permanent setups or latch onto the
edge or underside of the work surface for temporary setups, shared work stations, or training tables that remain in flux.
PCS73 SERIES

PCS73
"FLIP" POWER GROMMET
FLIP puts the FUN in function.
Enjoy the soft touch feel and vibrant
colors! This power grommet rotates
over for access and then flips back to
hide away when not in use. Available
with three outlets or with two outlets
and a dual USB charger. A curious
and visually appealing addition to
your work desk. What a unique way
to power your furniture.

53
Orange

60C
Chartreuse

4-25/32" DIA.

3-15/32"

90
Black

4-1/2" DIA.
CUT OUT

95
White

www.mockett.com
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3/4" MIN.
1-1/2" MAX.
TABLE THICKNESS

PCS36

Pop-Up Power Grommet
Power, Data & Charging USB

PCS36/2/A/U1-90
Satin Black

PCS36 SERIES
Pop-Up Power Grommets provide convenient power access at the
surface level. Press to pop up, then press down to “click” closed.
Over 20 configurations of power/data/USB combinations available
in single-sided or back-to-back orientations. Modular data ports can
be fitted with voice/data or audio/video jacks as needed so we can
customize the configuration to meet your exact specifications.

8-1/32" X
5-5/16"

1-13/32"

5" X 7-11/16"
CUT OUT

24R
Rose Gold

62D
Dusty Blue

90
Black Anodized

94
Satin Aluminum

5-5/16" X
4-7/16"

1-7/16"

5" X 4"
CUT OUT

PCS36A/USB-94
Satin Aluminum

www.mockett.com
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PCS85C/U2-90
Black

PCS85B/USB-92
Grey

PCS85 SERIES
Sleek contemporary virtually flush
design has a tranquil softness that
settles into any design application and
provides convenient power and charging
solutions. Its low profile and flat face
create a clean and unobtrusive presence
on your furniture, making this highly
versatile, easy-to-install power grommet
the perfect addition to your design to
make your furniture more functional.
Raised walls around the power inputs
prevent spills from seeping into the unit
for added protection.

90
Black

6-21/32" X
2-5/16"

9-21/32" X
2-5/16"
4-3/8"

4-3/8"

9-5/16" X
1-15/16"
CUT OUT

92
Grey

92L
Light Grey

6-5/16" X
1-15/16"
CUT OUT

95
White

Zits © 2019 ZITS Partnership - Dist. by King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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PCS50

Pop-Up Power Grommet
with Brush Liner

8-5/32" X
6-11/32"

1-7/16"

7-27/32" X
5-31/32" CUT OUT

PCS50BU1-94/90

PCS50BU1-94/95/W

Satin Aluminum/Black

Satin Aluminum/White
with White Brush

www.mockett.com
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6-21/32" X
6-11/32"
1-7/16"

6-11/32" X
5-31/32" CUT OUT

PCS50A-94/95/W
Satin Aluminum/White
with White Brush
8-5/32" X
6-11/32"
1-7/16"

7-27/32" X
5-31/32" CUT OUT

PCS50H-94/95/B
Satin Aluminum/White
with Black Brush

11-5/32" X
6-11/32"
1-7/16"

10-27/32" X
5-31/32" CUT OUT

PCS50D-90
Black Anodized

PCS50 SERIES
90
Black Anodized

94/90
Satin Aluminum/Black

94/95/B
Satin Aluminum/White
with Black Brush

94/95/W
Satin Aluminum/White
with White Brush

Pop-Up Power Grommets provide power options at the surface level and hide away when not
in use for a streamlined appearance on your desktop. Press to open for access, then press
down to “click” closed nearly flush with the surface. This unique design has a gap between
the lid and the outer edge for wire pass through; a brush liner across the front edge serves
as a dust guard that also works great for catching cable plugs that could slip through the
opening. Housing available in Satin Aluminum or Black Anodized Aluminum. Options include
a white or black interior and a white or black brush liner. With nine standard configurations
of mixed power, data, USB charging, and Flex-Port shutter bushing options to choose from,
you’re sure to find the perfect fit for your custom application.

www.mockett.com
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PCS98

Edge-Mount Power Dock
Clamp Mount

PCS98B-95
White

PCS98 SERIES

5-1/2" X
3-3/16"

PCS98B-90

Subtle, minimalist design gives a
sophisticated contemporary accent
to your furniture with the added
convenience of desktop power
access. Say goodbye to rummaging
under the desk searching for outlets
and loose cables and say hello to a
clean work space!

Black

6-19/32"
3/4" MIN. - 2-1/2" MAX.
TABLE THICKNESS

www.mockett.com
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PCS99

Under Desk Mount
Power Dock

PCS99B-90
Black

PCS99 SERIES

PCS99B-92

Your basic under-desk power needs
are due for a contemporary makeover.
This sleek design settles nicely into
any workstation with its stylish and
sophisticated glossy finish. Available in
three configurations with one, two, or
three outlets with dual USB charger.
The largest version (PCS99C) comes
with a modular data port for your
network connection needs.

2-27/32"

Grey

6-1/2"

1-13/16"

DILBERT © 2019 Scott Adams. Used By permission of ANDREWS MCMEEL SYNDICATION. All rights reserved.
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UCS1

Slider Power Grommet
USB-A + USB-C

UCS1-90
Black

3-17/32" DIA.

UCS1
Put USB charging options within
reach on the desktop in a concealed
grommet with sliding lid cover that
gives a sleek and unassuming look
on your surface. Lid slides open to
reveal two USB-A inputs and one
USB-C input to accommodate all
your mobile devices.

UCS1-95

7/8"

White

www.mockett.com

2-11/32" DIA.
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Recessed Power Grommets fit nearly flush into any type of furniture with
a small footprint and an unobtrusive look on the surface

PCS62B/USB-95
White

PCS62B/USB-90
Black

5-3/4" X 2-1/2"

PCS62B/USB
Flat panel sits nearly flush with the surface
and includes two electrical outlets and
a dual USB charger. Mounts anywhere!
Reverse-facing outlets to accommodate
large plugs and power adapters.

23
Metallic Silver

90
Black

3/4" MIN. - 1-1/4" MAX.
TABLE THICKNESS
5-1/4" X 2"
CUT OUT

94
Satin Aluminum

95
White

PCS49/USB
Handy Power and USB
grommet packs a big punch
in a small footprint. Install
horizontally or vertically into
any type of furniture.

5" X 3"

3/4" MIN. -1-3/4" MAX.
TABLE THICKNESS

3-3/4" X 2"
CUT OUT

PCS49/USB-95
90
Black

www.mockett.com
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White

PCS87/M/USB
Flip-Up Power Grommet
5-1/32"
DIA.

This delightful high capacity
power grommet includes two
power outlets, two USB charging
inputs, and an HDMI jack for use
in conference desks and lecterns.
Hook up a laptop and project your
image to the big screen to power
your presentation. Press the lid to
gently flip up, then press down to
close when not in use. Lid includes
a pneumatic arm to regulate spring
tension for opening and closing
softly. Unit comes pre-wired for
plug-and-play installation and
operation.

5-31/32"

4-3/8" DIA.
CUT OUT

PCS87/M/USB-90
Black

PCS97

3-1/8"
DIA.

Pull Up Power with USB Cap
Pull up to access power when
you need it, then press down into
the surface when you don’t. The
ultimate in hideaway convenience
with three tamper resistant power
outlets that collapse below the
desktop and a dual USB Charger
on the cap for charging access
even while in the closed position.
An additional outlet is included at
the bottom of the unit that is not
visible when the unit is fully upright
that can be used for keeping items
plugged in beneath the surface.

15-3/4"
4-11/32"
DIA.

3-3/4"
DIA. CUT OUT

PCS97-90
Black

4-11/32" SQ.

PCS105A
Pull Up Power/USB Grommet
Install into any work surface and
pull up to access two power outlets
and a USB Charger when needed,
then press down to hide away into
the surface. Stylish square top has
a spring-loaded cutaway finger grip
to grasp the underside of the cap
to pull up – then the cutaway lid
flips back up to cover the opening.
Includes a rubber gasket under the
flange to protect against unwanted
spills.

3-13/32" DIA.
11-7/8"
3-5/32" DIA.
CUT OUT

PCS105A-90
Black/Satin Aluminum

www.mockett.com
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WCS4-95

Wireless Charger Mounts
Under Desk

White

Invisible Wireless Charging

Place your Phone Directly on the Desktop to Charge

WCS4 Invisible Under-Desk Wireless Charger
Experience the convenience of wireless charging on your desktop with a completely seamless
integration into your furniture. None of the usual clutter from a desktop charging platform
– this under-desk mount charging puck is completely out of sight leaving you free to enjoy
your entire work surface without obstruction. Installation kit includes a drill bit with a depth
stopper to bore out the underside of your surface up to the stop point where you can insert
the charger and tighten into place from underneath. Puck has a light on top when it’s plugged
in, and an additional needle point drill bit is included for drilling an optional pinhole through
the surface so light will show through the opening to give you a target to place your phone.
Very subtle. Decal also included for marking your desktop with a target charging zone.

www.mockett.com
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3/4"

2-1/8" DIA.

WM39

Flexible Spine Wire Manager Kit
with Magnets

OFFICE | WIRE MANAGEMENT
Cables. Ugh. What a drag, right? Think again.
It’s easier than you think to put your cables in check.

You’re on your way to creating the
perfect ergonomic work space. Your
desktop is working flawlessly. But
when you take a step back and get a
good look at your work station, it’s in
complete disarray. Cables everywhere
– hanging, dragging, intertwined
with each other. Hardly gives the
impression of a highly functional work
space, does it? More frustrating, a
messy desk with loose cables can
have a detrimental psychological
effect and interrupt work flow! Luckily,
we have hundreds of options to help
you get a handle on the hysteria.
Wire Managers can be used under a
desk, behind a desk, down a table
leg, or anywhere cables can be neatly
tucked out of sight. From extruded
plastic wire stays that are cut to
length for your custom application
to wire spines that run cables from
floor to desktop, we have a solution
for you. We even have loops, straps,
and other widgets for every nook and
cranny for those hard-to-reach places.
Get inspired and create the efficient
work space you’ve been dreaming of.

WM2A-90
J-Shape Wire Manager
Matte Black

www.mockett.com
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WM9

The Ugliest Wire Manager

WM9
The Ugliest Wire Manager

3"

Sometimes you just need Bad-to-the-Bone
dog ugly wire management to use in places
no one will ever see it – the beauty of WM9
is in its sheer size and durability. You can fit
a lot of wires in the channel and move them
efficiently wherever they need to go. Made of
the cheapest regrind material we can find in
any color you want, as long as it’s Black.
Sold in one foot lengths up to six feet.
Custom lengths available.

www.mockett.com

CUT TO
ORDER

90
Matte Black
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3"

WIRE MANAGERS
Install behind a desk, under a desk, down a table leg,
anywhere wires can be concealed out of sight.
WM2
J-Shape Wire Manager

2-1/2"
CUT TO ORDER

90
Matte Black

91
Walnut Brown

92
Grey

93
Putty

1"

WM22
J-Shape Under Desk Wire
Manager w/Flange
3-9/16"

CUT TO ORDER

1-7/32"

90
Matte Black

WM4
G-Shape Wire Manager

2-1/8"

2-1/8"

CUT TO ORDER

90
Matte Black

92
Grey

WM8A
Channel Wire Manager

90
Matte Black

92
Light Grey

3/4”
CUT TO ORDER
3/4”

95
White

www.mockett.com
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WM40

Under-Desk Cable Tray
Heavy Duty Wire Manager

WM40
Manage heavy duty cabling under
your desk and move cables cleanly
and efficiently out of sight.
Lift the tabs to drop down the wire
tray for access, then lift back up to
snap into place. Link up additional
modular kits for longer runs as
needed to extended the overall
length. Great for additional cable
storage and stowing excess cable
length. Easy to install and operate.

WM40-90
Black
8-5/32"

16-3/4"

3-11/16"

www.mockett.com
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WM7

Wire Guide with VELCRO®
Brand Fasteners

When traditional wire molds and wire stays
just won’t cut it, we have some unique wire
management solutions. Our collection of
hooks, loops, and VELCRO® straps can be
mounted anywhere your cables need to go in
those tight, tricky spaces or simply just for
light duty cable channeling.
We also have Cable Wraps in fabric sleeves
that are easy to cut to length in the field and
canvas bags that zip up to keep the cables
within nice and tidy. Then there are those
instances where you simply can’t hide cables
anywhere in open floor spaces - we have a
solution for that too! Wire Spines that bring
cabling from floor to desk proudly stand
tall and put your cable management on full
display. And why not? If you can’t hide them,
have some fun with them to dress up your
design. View these wire management solutions
and more at mockett.com.

www.mockett.com
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Black
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WM34

Spiral Wire Manager
Adjustable Height

WM34
Perfect for adjustable height tables.
Accordion style wire manager
with weighted base mounts to the
underside of the desk and channels
cabling through the coils and up
to the desktop. Coils expand and
contract to accommodate different
work surfaces whilst keeping
cabling intact through every setting.

7 1/2" MIN
41" MAX

8-7/8"
DIA. BASE

23
Metallic Silver

90
Black

95
White

WM34-23

WM34-95

Metallic Silver

White

www.mockett.com
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WM11
Flexible Tube Wire Manager
Laminated loop fabric wraps around
your cables and clings together with
a strip of VELCRO®. You can put a
lot of wires inside and close it up,
tightly or loosely, as you choose.
Traditional plastic wire molds just
don’t bend – WM11 is perfect for
those tough to reach spaces and for
going around corners and shaping
to suit different contours! Mounts
anywhere and is easy to cut to
size in the field. Sold in standard
lengths of 10, 25 or 50 feet.

WM11-90
Matte Black

(B)
VELCRO

5/8"

(A)

WM11
WM11A

1-9/16" X 2-13/32"

(A) Length

(B) DIA.

4 3 /4"
6"

1 1 / 2"
2"

1-31/32" DIA.

3-1/16" X
1-17/32" OVAL

30"

31-1/8"

6-1/2"
DIA. BASE
5" X 2-7/16"
OVAL BASE

WM16-23

WM20-95T

Snake Wire Manager
Metallic Silver

Oval Spine Wire Manager
Translucent White

www.mockett.com
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BRKIT

Brush Extrusion Kit
Wire Manager

BRKIT-90
Black

BRKIT BRUSH KIT
Broadcast studios, large conference
tables, and outsized credenzas often have
requirements for a large channel through
which many wires must pass. Wherever
you have multiple wires running, we offer
a brush strip with optional extrusion, or as
a grommet kit assembled as shown with
dual-sided brush for catching cable plugs,
while minimizing dust and debris from
falling through the channel. All offered in 1'
increments up to 6' or to your exact size.

BRKIT-92
Brush Extrusion Kit
Light Grey

5/8"

90
Matte Black

91
Walnut Brown

PART

(A) LENGTH

BRKIT1

1'

BRKIT2

2'

BRKIT3

3'

BRKIT4

4'

BRKIT5

5'

BRKIT6

6'

92
Light Grey		

1-3/16"

3-3/4"
CUT OUT

www.mockett.com

(A) 1’ - 6’

26

BR

BREXT

Brush Strip

Brush Grommet
& Extrusion
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MAX SERIES

Aluminum Grommets
with Brush Liner

MAX2/A-94
Satin Aluminum

MAX SERIES
Chic Aluminum Grommets with brush liners
offer a stylish solution to your basic cable
management needs. Dress up your work desk
or conference table with one of our 20 styles
of MAX grommets in varying lengths and sizes.
Some offer flip-up lids, others simply a brush
liner with a decorative aluminum trim housing,
but all share the same charming allure on your
desktop. See mockett.com/max to view the
entire MAX Series collection.

MAX2/B-90
Small Rectangular Desk Grommet
Black

9/16"

(A)

90
Black

92A
Grey Aluminum

94
Satin Aluminum

95/90
White/Black

PART

(A)

(B)

MAX2/A

3-15/16" SQ.

3-21/32" SQ.

MAX2/B

9-15/32" X 3-15/16"

9-3/16" X 3-21/32"

MAX2/C

4-3/4" SQ.

4-15/32" SQ.

MAX2/D

17-23/32" X 4-3/4"

17-7/16" X 4-15/32"

www.mockett.com

(B) CUT OUT

27/32"
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EDP3-23

PLASTIC GROMMETS WITH FLIP-TOP® TAB

Metallic Silver

Our Original Grommet Collection includes ten sizes ranging
from ¾" in hole size diameter up to 4" diameter, all in stylish
neutral finishes that fit with any furniture. Keep a uniform
look throughout your furniture by mixing and matching sizes,
all with the same look and finish. Removable cap completely
covers the grommet liner and tapers nicely to meet exactly
at the outer edge of the liner. Handsome, textured finish for
elegant appearance and fingerprint protection. Sold as sets,
or separately as caps and liners. All but our two smallest sizes
feature our exclusive Flip-Top® Tab which can close when cord
slot not in use. Custom colors and sizes available.

Original Flip-Top® Grommets available in 10 standard sizes and 11 colors.

AG3

OG3

SP3

BG3

EDP3

SG3

XG3

TG3

YG3

ZG3

Plus Four Metallic Plated Finishes!

3 - Polished Brass

11 - Antique Bronze

26 - Polished Chrome

26D - Satin Chrome

Sizes shown in diameter for round hole cut
Hole Size:
Overall Size:

23
Metallic SIlver

90
Black

AG

OG

BG

SG

TG

SP

EDP

XG

YG

ZG

⁄4"

1"

1 1 ⁄ 2"

1 3 ⁄4"

2"

2 1 ⁄ 8"

2 1 ⁄ 2"

3"

3 1 ⁄ 2"

4"

1"

1 5 ⁄ 16"

1 3 ⁄4"

2"

2 3 ⁄ 8"

2 5 ⁄ 8"

3"

3 1 ⁄ 2"

4"

4 1 ⁄ 2"

91
Walnut Brown

91M
Mahogany

3

92
Light Grey

www.mockett.com

92N
Navy Grey

28

92W
Warm Grey

93
Putty
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93D
Desert Sand

93P
Pecan

95
White

MM SERIES

Solid Brass Grommets

MM SERIES BRASS GROMMETS
Dress up your executive desk or conference table with a
luxurious solid brass grommet. Available in four sizes and
seven striking finishes. You will love the unmistakable
quality of these grommet sets as demonstrated not only
by their sheer heft and density, but also by their beautiful
finish. Brass polishes and plates much better than steel,
and while it requires extra steps of polishing with different
compounds, the end result is a far superior finish to any
other material. Add a touch of class and elegance to your
work space and take control of your cables. Custom finishes
available.

MM3-21
Black Chrome

Sizes shown in diameter for round hole cut

3
Polished Brass

MM3

MM3A

MM4

MM4A

MM5

MM5A

MM6

MM6A

Cap Hole Size:

3

1 ⁄4"

–

2 ⁄ 16"

–

3

2 ⁄4"

–

3

2 ⁄ 8"

–

Liner Hole Size:

–

1 7 ⁄ 8"

–

2 3 ⁄ 8"

–

2 7⁄ 8"

–

2 1 ⁄ 2"

Overall Size:

2"

2"

2 1 ⁄ 2"

2 1 ⁄ 2"

3"

3"

2 5 ⁄ 8"

2 5 ⁄ 8"

10B
English Antique

17S
Satin Nickel

www.mockett.com
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21
Black Chrome

29

26
Polished Chrome

26D
Satin Chrome
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90
Black

PCS67

Power Dock with
Wireless Charging top

PCS67E/QI-95
White

PCS67E/QI
Qi Charging Top Edge-Mount Power Bar

PCS67E/QI-95
Light Grey

Bring convenient power and charging options
to your surface without having to rummage
under your furniture for hidden wall plates.
Includes three power outlets and a USB
charger, plus the top is qi-enabled for your
wireless charging needs! Simply place your
phone on top of the unit and voila, wireless
charging will initiate. Easy to install and
relocate with a simple edge mount bracket
that fastens to the underside of your table
and tightens with a bolt assembly from
underneath.

7-5/16" X 2-3/4"

www.mockett.com
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MOCKETT | HOSPITALITY
Hospitality Design requires a more focused approach to aesthetics.
Our Power Grommets keep you connected, and our accessory line keeps your
designs looking fabulous.
Hospitality Design now has to recognize more than just basic amenities when creating the overall user experience. With
a new emphasis on accessible power, furniture is required to have added functionality. Hotels, restaurants, and other
venues that facilitate travel and customer service of any kind must consider the details that keep their customers better
connected.
The way we work continues to shape the way we live and the way we travel. Our mobile devices keep us connected at
all times, allowing us to work from anywhere, thus creating a new demand for a comfortable working environment that
extends beyond the traditional office. Enjoy our collection of Power Grommets to meet these new demands.
We also invite you to enjoy our line of stunning kitchen, bath & closet accessories for your hospitality design needs.

PCS99B-90
Black

www.mockett.com
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HOSPITALITY | POWER

PCS106 SERIES

Power + USB
with Light Switch

PCS106A & B
Highly versatile Sync Series Power Grommets include
two receptacles and USB charging, one USB-A and one
USB-C input. Great for hotel rooms to put convenient
charging options in all types of furniture, including
vertical or horizontal surfaces like headboards,
entertainment center consoles, desks, or anywhere else
power access is needed.
PCS106B includes a switch for controlling a lamp or
other light source. Powered through a separate pigtail
cord, you can mount the unit on a wall and power a
nearby sconce, putting all of your power needs in one
central hub. You can also mix and match your trim
plates for a two-toned effect to add a dynamic twist to
your interior design’s color scheme.

5-11/16" X
2-1/2"

3/8" MIN. TO
1-1/4" MAX.
TABLE THICKNESS
5-1/4" X 2"
CUT OUT

PC106A-95
White

LIGHT SWITCH

7-3/32" X
2-1/2"

6-5/8" X 2"
CUT OUT

3/8" MIN. TO
1-1/4" MAX.
TABLE THICKNESS

PCS106B-17
Nickel

www.mockett.com
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PCS103A/EE-90
Beveled/Black

PCS103B/EE-94
Kitchen Counter Top Pop-Up Outlet
Flush/Satin Aluminum

PCS103A/EE-90
Beveled/Black

PCS103
Kitchen Counter Pop-Up Outlets
The perfect low profile addition to your kitchen counter top! Put power within reach
that pops up when you need it and presses down into the surface when you don’t.
Water and Tamper Resistant receptacles are UL Listed for use in kitchens and wet
areas. Dual-sided tower with two power outlets comes in six stylish finish options
with two different trim options: a beveled edge (PCS103A) or a flush mount flange
that is countersunk into your surface material for a seamless look (PCS103B).

4" DIA.
6-1/2"

3-7/16" DIA.
CUT OUT

17S
Satin Nickel

26
Polished Chrome

90
Black

91E
Espresso

94
Satin Aluminum

95
White

DILBERT © 2019 Scott Adams. Used By permission of ANDREWS MCMEEL SYNDICATION. All rights reserved.
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TL68

TL68

Y-Table Leg
Hollow-Bodied Square Leg

Y-Table Leg
Hollow-bodied square leg is simply a sheet of
folded steel that creates the outer half of a
traditional square leg, then splits in different
directions at the top to make a Y-shape to
connect to the outer edges of the top plate.
All the allure of a basic square tube leg design
with only a fraction of the material cost. An
interesting contemporary take on a traditional
design. Don’t let its thin frame fool you
about its overall strength and construction
integrity – each leg holds up to 200 lbs. Rigid
construction and minimalist style, a winning
combination for contemporary table legs.
6" SQ.

5" SQ.

28-1/2" MIN. TO
28-7/8" MAX.
WITH LEVELER

1-7/8" SQ.

Bizarro © 2019 Dan Piraro - Dist. by King Features Syndicate, Inc.

MADE TO
ORDER
19" MIN. TO
42" MAX.
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HOSPITALITY | ACCESSORIES

Your guests have special needs, and we
understand your responsibility to meet
those needs. That’s why we have hundreds
of options to accommodate your design and
add a beautiful complementary touch to your
overall aesthetic.

You do what you do best – take care of your
customers. Let us worry about the details!

We invite you to enjoy our fabulous accessory
line of architectural hardware for hospitality
design, including our extensive collection of
furniture and table legs, coat hooks for closets
and restrooms, purse hooks for under bar tops
and dining tables, and our wonderful line of
trash management grommets that line trash
drops in countertops, in restrooms, and food
prep areas.
We feel we have all the essentials covered
by offering all the most popular sizes and
finishes, but if we don’t have exactly what
you’re looking for, we can make it!
Contact our Custom Department for details at
800-523-1269 or email for a quote at
custom@mockett.com.

TL65-SSS
Satin Stainless Steel

www.mockett.com
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TM3
Condiment & Utensil Storage
Satin Stainless Steel

Trash Management Grommet Liners protect your furniture from messy spills in trash drops. Our closed-bottom
liners serve as multi-purpose storage containers for assorted condiments. Available in over 20 sizes, round or
square, in varying depths and diameters. Marine Grade Stainless Steel.
Custom sizes and finishes available.

TM10B-11

TM1/SQ-SSS

TM2C-PSS

Round Trash Grommet
Antique Bronze

Square Trash Grommet
Satin Stainless Steel

Round Trash Grommet
Polished Stainless Steel

SSS
Satin Stainless Steel

www.mockett.com
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HOSPITALITY | ACCESSORIES
Purse Hooks for under bar tops and dining tables will give your guests priceless
peace of mind by keeping handbags securely in place.
HK20 SERIES
Elegant Purse Hooks available in single
hook (HK20) or back-to-back hook
(HK20/BB) versions for use under bar
tops, dining tables, desks, or anywhere
a purse hook is needed to keep your
purse or handbag off the floor and out
of harm’s way.

2" X 1-1/2"
1-1/4"

3" X 1-1/2"
1-13/32"

HK20
Purse Hook

90
Black

95
White

PSS
Polished Stainless Steel

SSS
Satin Stainless Steel

HK29
Hitch Purse Hook
Versatile utility hook has a minimalist
design and an industrial style that will
go with any contemporary furniture.
Multi-purpose hook can be used under
tables for purses and handbags,
on a wall, or in closets. Heavy duty
construction.
2" X 3-1/2"

2-1/4"

HK29-PSS
Polished Stainless Steel

www.mockett.com
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HOSPITALITY | ACCESSORIES
Think of the elements that make your hotel room furniture function. Whether in a media center, chest of
drawers, or a private work desk, our drawer pulls, cable wrap cord managers, premium brass grommets,
and furniture legs shine a spotlight on all your beautiful details.
DP211 SERIES
DP211

Straight Edge Aluminum Drawer Pulls
come in three standard sizes and create an
extraordinary new take on traditional tab pull
designs. Extremely lightweight with ultrathin construction that sits nearly flush with
the surface. Smooth curves and downward
sloping front edge create a sturdy and
comfortable grip.

Aluminum Edge Pulls

(A)

1-5/8"

DP211A
DP211B
DP211C

(A) Length

Holes

1 9 /16"
7 7 / 8"
13 25 / 32"

2
3
3

4B
Brushed Brass

15
Dark Bronze

22
Brushed Anthracite

24R
Rose Gold

90
Brushed Black

94
Satin Aluminum

1-25/32" SQ.

DP134A-17S

11/32"

Square Cabinet Knob
Satin Nickel

1-11/32"
31/32"

DP176 SERIES
Low Profile Drawer Pull
Satin Nickel
1-15/32"
(B) O.C.

(A)

DP176A
DP176B

(A) Length

(B) O.C.

7 7 / 8"
12 29 / 32"

7 9 /16"
12 19 / 32"

www.mockett.com
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DP135-26M

FL19-90

Recessed Drawer Handle
Matte Chrome

Aluminum Furniture Leg
Matte Black

MM3/SET-26

WM31-90

Solid Brass Desk Grommet
Polished Chrome

Rounded Cord Manager
Black

1-31/32" X 2-3/4"
TOP PLATE
2" DIA.

1-31/32 SQ.
1-3/4"

6-5/16"
31/32"

1-5/8" DIA.
CUT OUT

1-7/8" DIA.
CUT OUT
6-5/16"

www.mockett.com
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PCS104

Sliding-Lid Power Grommet
Power/Charging USB

PCS104

3-3/8" x 4-23/32"
OVERALL

Convenient power and USB charging options
become within reach. A concealed grommet
with sliding lid cover gives a sleek and
unassuming look. Lid slides open to reveal
one power outlet and a USB charger to
accommodate mobile devices. To open and
close, just use your finger and apply pressure
over the raised grip edge and slide.

3-21/32

3-1/8"
CUT OUT

90
Black

94
Satin Aluminum

PCS104-90

95
White

Black

www.mockett.com
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MOCKETT | RESIDENTIAL
Residential Interior Design is more than just colors and surfaces - It’s also
about making furniture functional. Our innovative hardware will give you the
tools to transform your living space.
Your living space is more than just a place to lay your head. Take pride in your home’s interior design and turn it into
a multi-functional space for work, rest, and leisure, all with the finest in Architectural Hardware to complement your
beautiful interior. Working from home requires a special attention to your furniture design for an easy transitional
and fully capable home office. Our light duty Power and Wire Management tools will help you repurpose your space.
Add beautiful hardware accessories to other areas of your home. Spruce up your kitchen, bath, or closet with our
wonderful line of hardware. Let no area of your interior go unnoticed with our stunning collection of Drawer Pulls,
Shelf Brackets, Coat Hooks, and more! Enjoy the artistry.

CH23
Button Coat Hook
Versatile button coat hook design
goes with any traditional or
contemporary design for closets and
changerooms; can also be used as a
kitchen or bath towel holder.
9/16"
DIA.

25/32" DIA.

1/8"

1-3/8"
1-3/8" DIA.

NON SEQUITUR © 2016 Wiley Ink, Inc.. Dist. By ANDREWS MCMEEL SYNDICATION. Reprinted with permission. All rights reserved.
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PCS82

Pop-Up Power Grommet
Power/Dual USB Charger

www.mockett.com
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RESIDENTIAL | POWER
Enjoy convenient charging options for your phone, laptop, and other mobile devices on
your nightstand or in your home office, anywhere you need to stay connected. If you’re
not able to install our power grommets into your furniture, we have a wonderful collection
of freestanding tabletop monuments that offer the same convenient power options. We
even offer a brilliant collection of Wireless Chargers for cable-free charging convenience.
See them all at mockett.com.

5-1/4" X 4-7/16"
OVERALL

PCS82A/U1-23/95
1 Power/1 Dual USB Charger
Metallic Silver/White

4-29/32" X 4"
CUT OUT

6-3/4" X 4-7/16"

PCS82B/U1-23/90

6-13/32" X 4"
CUT OUT

2 Power/1 Dual USB Charger
Metallic Silver/Black

9-3/4" X 4-7/16"

PCS82C/U2-90

9-13/32" X 4"
CUT OUT

3 Power/2 Dual USB Chargers
Black

23/90
Metallic Silver/Black

23/95
Metallic Silver/White

www.mockett.com
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90M
Matte Black

92M
Matte Dark Grey
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95G
Glossy White

95M
Matte White

CH1K

Triple Hook Set
Or sold individually

RESIDENTIAL | LIVING SPACES
Hardware is the single most important element of design. Details.
What makes a house a home is
completely subjective, but the best
way to enjoy that homey feeling
is by surrounding yourself with
the tools that not only make your
home function, but also serve as
an outward expression of your own
inner self. Do you dream of a modern,
minimalist design? Or a traditional
country farmhouse style? Or perhaps
a transitional space somewhere
in between? We offer the best in
architectural hardware that will fit in
any space and settle into any design.

CH1K-90
Matte Black

15-23/32"

5"

17S
Satin Nickel

www.mockett.com
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The art of design as it pertains to hardware is predicated on balance – that delicate space where form meets
function. We want our hardware to complement your furniture and give it a distinct purpose and character.
We simply supply the details that will turn your ordinary design into an extraordinary composition.

PCS43

5-13/32" X
4-1/4"

Contemporary Flip-Up Power Grommet
Stylish Flip-Up Power Grommet gives a
sophisticated look to your interior and
provides power and USB charging options
by pressing on the lid to pop up, then
pressing down to hide away.

PCS43C/USB-4B

4B
Antique Brass

Antique Brass

17S
Satin Nickel

23
Metallic Silver

PCS83

3-29/32" X
3 -9/16" OVERALL
2-1/16"

82/95
Walnut/White

15
Dark Bronze

5" X 3-3/4"
CUT OUT

86/95
Cherry/White

Wood Wrapped Power Dock
Beautiful Wood-Wrapped Power
Dock rests on the desk or work
surface with a soft non-skid grip
surface and is encased with an
elegant wood housing in Walnut,
Cherry, or Ash. Great for home
office or travel.

PCS83/USB-82/95

88/95
Ash/White

Walnut/White

PEARLS BEFORE SWINE © 2018 Stephan Pastis. Reprinted by permission of ANDREWS MCMEEL SYNDICATION. All rights reserved.
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26
Polished Chrome

90
Matte Black

RESIDENTIAL | SHELF BRACKETS & COAT HOOKS

SH56A-17S
Satin Nickel

SH56A-23G
Glossy Metallic Silver

(B)

SH56 SERIES

(C)

Triangular Shelf Brackets
Glossy Metallic Silver

13/32"

SH56A-26

(A)

SH56A
SH56B

Polished Chrome

(A)

(B)

(C) Shelf Thickness

5 29 / 32"
9 1 /16"

1"
1 7 / 32"

1 / 4"
1 / 4"

– 1 1 /4"
– 1 7 / 8"

SH19-17S

HK23 SERIES

CH2-17

Elegant Shelf Bracket
Satin Nickel

Tapered Coat Hook
Satin Black (90), Satin Grey (92A), Satin Aluminum (94)

Double Disc Coat Hook
Satin Nickel

1" DIA.

2-3/4" DIA.

2-29/32"

3-13/16"

3-5/16"
2-3/4" DIA.
9/16" MIN.
1-1/4” MAX

21/32"

1-27/32" O.C.

www.mockett.com
3-1/4"
7-1/8"
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RESIDENTIAL | DRAWER PULLS
After nearly 40 years of design, you might expect our drawer pulls would begin to lack imagination, but
that couldn’t be further from the truth. Our new bold, unique designs are as daring and exceptional as ever.
All in the finest materials and in the most practical sizes and finishes.

DP254
Chamfered Edge Drawer Pulls
You won’t believe just how lightweight these
aluminum handles are. Yet while they may
seem slight and delicate, they are exceptionally
rigid for even the most demanding
environments. That durability when matched
with understated elegance creates a dynamic
combination of style and functionality.

(A)
(B)

DP254
Chamfered Edge Drawer Pulls

23/32”
1-9/16”

DP254A
DP254B
DP254C

(A) Length

(B) O.C.

2 3 / 8"
7 7 / 8"
13 25 / 32"

25 / 32"

6 5 /16"
12 19 / 32"

		
4B
		 Brushed Brass

DP224-17S
Satin Nickel

22
Brushed Anthracite

90
Brushed Black

94		
Aluminum		

DP224
Continuous Drawer Pull
Seamlessly integrate beautiful aluminum continuous pulls for easy
opening along the length of the drawer. Brilliant design is especially
stunning on a series of drawers or cabinets that run together. Cut to
size for your exact drawer width. Available from 4" up to 68" lengths in
Satin Nickel. Contact us for details.

13/16"

1-19/32”

www.mockett.com
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LENGTH MADE TO ORDER

DP252

Slender Bar Drawer Pull
Three Sizes

DP252 SERIES
Slender Bar Pull with modest profile has a very slight and
contemporary style. Clean lines and hard edges softened by
its silky smooth finish, making for a highly versatile addition
to all types of furniture.

11/32" SQ.

(A)
(B)

1-1/8"

4
Satin Brass

17S
Satin Nickel

26
Polished Chrome

26M
Matte Chrome

www.mockett.com
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(A) Length

(B) O.C.

5 3 / 8"
7 29 / 32"
12 15 /16"

5 1 / 32"
7 9 /16"
12 19 / 32"

®
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